
Product information: Gas-engine oils

DesiGneD to meet challenGes

Shell mysella LA 
n	 Low ash content for four-stroke engines
n	 Reliable protection

Every part of your machine or process 
has been meticulously engineered, so 
you want to use a lubricant that has been 
designed to ensure that your equipment is 
well protected and works efficiently.

The Shell Mysella range of gas-engine oils 
has been developed to enable equipment 
operators to select the oil that will deliver 
optimum value to their operations through
n	 wear protection
n	 long oil life 
n	 system efficiency.

a loW-ash oil FoR stationaRY Gas enGines
Shell Mysella LA is a long-established and well-proven product. It is used 
extensively in all types of four-stroke engines burning natural and sour gas, 
in dual-fuel engines and in gas compressor sets. It carries a wide range 
of approvals from engine manufacturers, has good oil life and is trusted 
by customers all over the world. It helps to keep the engine clean and 
provides excellent cylinder head protection.

Key data
SAE: 30, 40; BN: 5.0; Ash: 0.45%

DesiGneD to pRotect
Shell Mysella LA provides excellent valve seat protection and thereby can help to extend cylinder-head overhaul intervals. It also offers good 
combustion-chamber deposit control, as it produces low levels of ash of a favourable composition. It helps to keep ring grooves clean, which 
contributes to long ring and liner life, and can be used in installations equipped with an exhaust gas catalyst.

performance at a glance

Protection Oil life System efficiency

Shell mysella XL
n	Extended oil life
n	Extra protection against 

deposits and wear

✓✓✓✓ ✓✓✓✓ ✓✓✓✓

Shell mysella LA
n	Low ash content for 

four-stroke engines
n	Reliable protection

✓✓✓✓ ✓✓✓ ✓✓✓

Performance level is a relative indication only.

Long ring and liner life: Shell Mysella LA demonstrated excellent ring groove cleanliness (left), and left the cylinder liner in an excellent condition (right) in a 
Wärtsilä 20V34SG engine after 16,000 hours operation without an oil change.



Real-WoRlD value DeliveRY
Shell Mysella LA is a well-established, low-ash 
gas-engine oil from Shell. It has a wide range of 
approvals from engine manufacturers and has 
been used successfully throughout the world.

Full pRoDuct anD  
seRvice poRtFolio
Whatever your needs or application, we 
can provide a full range of oils and greases, 
including synthetic, high-performance products 
and additional services.

DesiGneD FoR lonG oil liFe
The longer the oil life, the less fluid maintenance is required to help your equipment to operate for longer without interruption. Shell Mysella LA 
is designed to have good oil life characteristics in high-speed four-stroke engines. In medium-speed four-stoke engines, its drain interval can 
exceed 10,000 running hours. 

DesiGneD FoR hiGh eFFiciencY
Shell Mysella LA is designed for excellent deposit control, which helps to prevent knocking and can unlock high levels of engine efficiency and 
availability. It is available in SAE30 grade for reduced friction and higher fuel efficiency.

speciFications anD appRovals
Shell Mysella LA meets the requirements of a wide range of equipment manufacturers. 
SAE viscosity grades available: 30, 40.

claims and approvals meets requirements

Cummins

Dresser-Rand

GE-Jenbacher

MAN

MDE Dezentrale Energiesysteme

MTU

MWM-Deutz

Perkins Engines

Rolls-Royce

Wärtsilä

Caterpillar

Dresser Waukesha

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries

For more information, please contact

shell.com/lubricants

applications

Ideal for use in four-stroke gas engines used for power 
generation and combined-heat-and-power systems

Suitable for use in four-stroke gas engines operating 
compressors on gas collection and transmission networks


